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By Richard E. Ocejo

Princeton University Press, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Once known for slum-like conditions in its immigrant and working-class
neighborhoods, New York City s downtown now features luxury housing, chic boutiques and hotels,
and, most notably, a vibrant nightlife culture. While a burgeoning bar scene can be viewed as a
positive sign of urban transformation, tensions lurk beneath, reflecting the social conflicts within
postindustrial cities. Upscaling Downtown examines the perspectives and actions of disparate social
groups who have been affected by or played a role in the nightlife of the Lower East Side, East
Village, and Bowery. Using the social world of bars as windows into understanding urban
development, Richard Ocejo argues that the gentrifying neighborhoods of postindustrial cities are
increasingly influenced by upscale commercial projects, causing significant conflicts for the people
involved. Ocejo explores what community institutions, such as neighborhood bars, gain or lose
amid gentrification. He considers why residents continue unsuccessfully to protest the arrival of new
bars, how new bar owners produce a nightlife culture that attracts visitors rather than locals, and
how government actors, including elected officials and the police, regulate and encourage nightlife
culture. By focusing on commercial...
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It becomes an incredible publication that we actually have at any time read. It is one of the most incredible book i actually have go through. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is actually the finest pdf i actually have read through within my personal life and might be he finest publication for actually.
-- Pr of . Hilm a  Robel-- Pr of . Hilm a  Robel

This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher  K oz ey-- Chr istopher  K oz ey
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